


We helped pave the way.
Now we want to lead the way.

Hoist Liftruck made its debut in 1994 already with a rich history in 

port/intermodal equipment that dated back more than 80 years. 

Brooklyn-New York-based Silent Hoist & Crane was one of the 

pioneers for American ports, beginning to manufacture products 

such as heavy-duty forklifts to handle containers and other cargo 

in 1918. Silent Hoist & Crane’s presence at New York ports and 

others along the coasts helped boost the nation’s import/export 

business, as well as pave the way for other manufacturers and 

innovative equipment. 

In the 1950s, when containerization started to become the stan-

dard in shipping, Silent Hoist & Crane was in the forefront in pro-

ducing what is known today as the modern container handler.  

When Marty Flaska acquired Silent Hoist & Crane in 1994, there 

were 10 companies manufacturing large forklifts and container 

handling equipment in North America. Six years later, all but one 

were gone.

Leveraging Silent Hoist & Crane’s profound history, Hoist Liftruck 

is poised to introduce a new generation of cargo handling equip-

ment. In 2008, the company reintroduced its empty container 

handler (ECH Series) and is now proud to reintroduce its loaded 

container handler (LCH Series), more than 80 years after setting 

the standard.



Introducing the LCH SERIES 
The LCH Series is designed to quickly and safely stack loaded 

containers with a capacity up to 90,000 lbs. Proven as the fastest and most 

stable loaded container handler on the market, the LCH Series paves the 

way for a new generation of heavy duty equipment by Hoist Liftruck.

The LCH Series is designed to quickly and safely stack/unstack loaded ISO 

containers with models that can handle up to 6-high stacking of 9’6” loaded 

containers with single-stacking attachment

The LCH Series is the fastest and most stable loaded container handler on 

the market. Its remarkable features include:

The modular design allows for reduced freight cost, easy assembly, and 

-

nals. The elevated cab position and angled glass roof provide the operator 

with superior visibility at all load elevations. The unique mast design boasts 

a rigid inner and outer mast, reducing torsion stresses for improved durabil-

ity and increased visibility. 



forward visibility, while the large cab area provides ample 

air conditioning system

wipers provide optimum visibility

steps and handrails for three-point contact

capabilities and user interface for making vehicle adjustments

cab provide a smooth ride and reduced noise levels

optimal safety

overload warning system

stairway safety lighting

OPERATOR COMFORT 
& SAFETY
Every Hoist Liftruck is built equipped with the essential tools 

for maximum performance. The LCH Series is designed with 

advanced ergonomics for maximum comfort and visibility.



“Hoist Liftruck has provided the industry another option in premium 

material handling equipment with the LCH Series that is proudly 

made in the United States with the best components possible.”

- Marty Flaska

  president, Hoist Liftruck



hydraulic pile slope

and allows for “soft landing”, reduces container damage and 

increases component longevity

to the attachment

optimal visibility

reduce maintenance requirements

while the remote hydraulic valve eliminates additional hoses and 

wiring to the mast. (see Service page)

and angled glass on top of the cab

position adjustment

bearings for improved performance and life

and safe service removal

SUPERIOR VISIBILITY 
& HANDLING

The LCH Series’ heavy duty attachment is designed 

excellent visibility and durability.



ENGINE

designed doors and hinged mounted engine hood for easy access 

dependable starting and operation

conditions

POWER & RELIABILITY
The LCH Series carries the Hoist Liftruck reputation of 

reliable and durable lift trucks. While some high-quality 

components are optional on other lift trucks, Hoist Liftruck 

makes them standard for a true heavy-duty forklift that 

exceeds customer expectations. 

TRANSMISSION

forward/reverse speeds and is the most common transmission 

for use in off-highway applications

performance at higher RPMs

-

tion against directional change stock loads with constant mesh 

gears during shifting

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

capabilities

and utilize a pedal to combine transmission declutch and brakes

designed with spin-on tank breathers, dual wire-mesh strainers 

and additional cooling capabilities



STRENGTH &
SERVICEABILITY
Hoist Liftruck’s quality line of lift trucks starts with a 

strong foundation. The LCH Series chassis provide 

strength and durability, while the modular design 

allows for easy parts replacements, as well as 

and cost-effective shipping, easy assembly and customization 

while protecting all vital systems and components

compromising the structural integrity of the vehicle

durability for the most rugged applications and harshest 

yard conditions

wall, promoting system cooling

optimal visibility

hydraulic failure



DRIVE AXLE

improved performance and longevity

21.00 x 25 drive tires on LCH-6

saver system prevent the operator from driving through the 

parking brake

STEERING SYSTEM

reliable control

cylinder from damage

accessible grease points

minimize operator fatigue



gas strut supports provides quick access to the bolt-in powertrain and 
all related components

removed for additional access
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SUPERIOR SERVICE

REMOTE TECH 
Utilizing CANbus technology, RemoteTech is a vehicle management 

system that provides superior serviceability, preventative maintenance, 

vehicle monitoring, automated customer support and the ability to 

customize vehicle display inside the cab. 

It also provides the ability to send an email to an authorized personnel list, 

detailing vital information of the issue, optional with monthly fee. Service 

technicians can also quickly identify issues through electronic diagnostics 

and view fault code history. 

and operate the system, RemoteTech is programmed and operated 

by Hoist Liftruck. This provides the ability to customize and adjust the 

system to accommodate the customer’s preference

vehicle overload and impact

service intervals and operator usage. Key code security capability 

is also optional, limiting access to designated operators
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at Hoist Liftruck’s Bedford Park, Illinois factory, while the remaining 

components come from reputable North American vendors. Hoist Lift-

ruck uses many of the same North American components throughout 

its product line to keep costs low and make parts immediately available 

24 hours a day.

Not only is the LCH Series extremely eye-appealing, it has been 

designed and tested to meet or exceed current, worldwide regulations 

for stability, sound levels, and safety. Hoist Liftruck’s engineering design 

durability, operator safety, comfort, visibility, and serviceability.

The combination of in-house manufacturing and reputable, domestic vendors allows Hoist Liftruck to have among the fastest lead 

times in the industry. Hoist Liftruck’s standardization of components helps ensure fast lead times and provides customers with excellent 

service and parts support. By providing a single, premium brands, Hoist Liftruck is able to provide maximum support for each component. 

Hoist Liftruck’s CNC department operates 24 hours a day machining various parts for components, including cylinders, steer axles and 

wheels. These CNC machines ensure fast and accurate machining, resulting in superior lead times and parts support.

Every Hoist Liftruck is backed by a company dedicated to complete customer satisfaction. From the initial contact through the sale and 

for as long as you own a Hoist Liftruck, the experienced staff works for you.

Hoist Liftruck also has a worldwide dealer network that keeps a majority of its replacement parts in stock for immediate pick up or 

 to locate your nearest 

Hoist Liftruck dealer.




